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Abstract: Argument coding splits such as differential (= split) object marking and

split ergative marking have long been known to be universal tendencies, but the

generalizations have not been formulated in their full generality before. In partic-

ular, ditransitive constructions have rarely been taken into account, and scenario

splits have often been treated separately. Here I argue that all these patterns can be

understood in terms of the usual association of role rank (highly ranked A and R,

low-ranked P and T) and referential prominence (locuphoric person, animacy,

definiteness, etc.). At the most general level, the role-reference association

universal says that deviations from usual associations of role rank and refer-

ential prominence tend to be coded by longer grammatical forms. In other

words, A and R tend to be referentially prominent in language use, while P and T

are less prominent, and when less usual associations need to be expressed,

languages often require special coding by means of additional flags (case-

markers and adpositions) or additional verbal voice coding (e.g., inverse or

passive markers). I argue that role-reference associations are an instance of the

even more general pattern of form-frequency correspondences, and that the

resulting coding asymmetries can all be explained by frequency-based pre-

dictability and coding efficiency.

Keywords: argument coding, differential object marking, inverse marking, refer-

ential prominence, scenario split, split ergative marking

1 Overview

In many languages, the coding of core arguments depends not only on their

semantic or syntactic role, but also on their referential prominence in one way or

another, i.e., on animacy, definiteness, person prominence, and so on. Since the

1970s, it has been widely recognized that such prominence-conditioned SPLITS in

argument coding are crosslinguistically regular in a way that is surprising but
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apparently robust. Authors such as Silverstein (1976), Comrie (1978), Moravcsik

(1978b), and Dixon (1979) focused on regularities found in splits in ergative flag-

ging (case or adpositional marking), and Moravcsik (1978a), Bossong (1985, 1998),

and Lazard (2001) demonstrated striking crosslinguistic parallels in splits in

accusative flagging (well-known as “differential object marking”). Referential

prominence has become widely known by names such as “animacy hierarchy” or

“empathy hierarchy”. The present paper builds on this work and proposes that

these generalizations, plus quite a few others, can be subsumed under a single

overarching generalization, under the heading of role-reference associations. At
the end of the paper, I will propose an explanation in terms of frequency-based

coding efficiency.

We typically find coding contrasts as in (1) and (2), where the (b) examples

show overt coding of an argument, and the (a) examples show zero coding of an

argument with the same role. In (1), the variably coded argument type is the

transitive subject or A-argument, so this is called split A coding (or split

ergativity), and in (2) it is the object or P-argument, so we have split P coding (or

split accusative coding, or differential object marking). Crucially, the variably

coded argument has different referential-prominence properties in the

(a) and (b) examples: first person versus third person in (1), indefinite versus

definite in (2).

(1) split ergative (A) coding: Kham

a. ŋa:-Ø la: ŋa-səih-ke
I-Ø leopard.ABS 1SG-kill-PFV

‘I killed a leopard.’ (first person A)

b. no:-ye la: səih-ke-o.
he-ERG leopard.ABS kill-PFV-3SG

‘He killed a leopard.’ (third person A)

(Trans-Himalayan; Watters 2002: 67)

(2) split accusative (P) coding: Sakha (Turkic; Baker 2015: 4–5)

a. Masha türgennik salamaat-Ø sie-te.
Masha quickly porridge-Ø eat-PST.3SG.SBJ

‘Masha ate porridge quickly.’ (indefinite P)

b. Masha salamaat-y türgennik sie-te.
Masha porridge-ACC quickly eat-PST.3SG.SBJ

‘Masha ate the porridge quickly.’ (definite P)

In addition, argument coding splits may depend on the referential-prominence

properties within a scenario. Thus, in some languages a special construction is

required in amonotransitive construction (A/P scenario)when both the A-argument
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and the P-argument are third person (aliophoric), i.e., in a 3 > 3 scenario.An example

comes from Teop, where the object marker ben- is not used in the 1 > 3 scenario in

(3a), but is required in the 3 > 3 scenario in (3b).

(3) Teop (Oceanic; Mosel 2007: 10)

a. Enaa paa dee ma = u e guu.
1SG TAM carry DIR = IMM ART pig

‘I have brought a pig.’ (1 > 3 scenario)

b. A beiko tenaa paa asun = u ben-e guu.
ART child my TAM kill = IMM OBJ-ART pig

‘My child has killed the pig.’ (3 > 3 scenario, special flag required)

Similarly, in English ditransitive constructions, referential prominence within the

R/T scenario is relevant for argument marking, specifically the full nominal or

person-form status: The special Dative preposition to on the R (the recipient

argument) is optional in most scenarios (as illustrated in (4a) and (4b)), but

obligatory when the T (the theme argument) is a person form and the R is a full

nominal (i.e., in an “N > pers” scenario), as seen in (4c).

(4) split R marking conditioned by full nominal or person-form status: English

a. She gave KimR the moneyT. (≈ She gave the moneyT to KimR.)
(N > N scenario)

b. She gave himR itT. (≈ She gave itT to himR.)
(pers > pers scenario)

c. *She gave KimR itT. (OK: She gave itT to KimR.)
(N > pers scenario, special flag required)

The present paper provides an overview of such coding splits in core arguments (A, P,

T, R) andargues that awide variety of splits, both inmonotransitive and inditransitive

constructions, are best understood as special cases of the high-level generalization

in (5).

(5) The role-reference association universal (Universal 1)

Deviations from usual associations of role rank and referential prominence

tend to be coded by longer grammatical forms if the coding is asymmetric.

Most of the ideas in this paper are not original, and I base myself on the results of

typological research since the 1970s. However, the generalizations of this paper have

never been formulated in their full generality, and the predictions made by earlier

authors have often not been fully explicit. While the widespread occurrence of

differential object marking has become widely known, and special person-role in-

teractions in ditransitives (“PCC effects”) are also often discussed in the specialized

literature (e.g.,Haspelmath 2004), these twoare rarely seen together, andquite a few
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other patterns that can be subsumed under the role-reference association universal

are typically treated in rather different terms. This paper makes the ambitious pro-

posal that by considering all these constructions together, we have the chance of

unifying a wide variety of phenomena under a single generalization, the role-

reference association universal.

In addition to this primary goal, I will also discuss the explanation of the

generalizations, arguing that the role-reference association universal is a special

case of a still more general pattern, the form-frequency correspondence universal of

Haspelmath (2021). The basic idea is that additional coding elements such as the

accusativemarker in (2b) or thedativemarker in (4c) are requiredwhen theyare least

predictable and hence needed the most, i.e., that argument coding splits reflect the

functional need for efficient grammatical coding. Across a range of different situa-

tions, arguments with a higher-ranked role (the transitive A-argument and the

ditransitive R-argument) are referentially prominent in the usual case (or in other

words, the most frequent case), and arguments with a lower-ranked role (the tran-

sitive P-argument and the ditransitive T-argument) usually exhibit lower referential

prominence. In an efficient system, special coding by longer forms needs to be used

only when a construction deviates from these usual associations.

2 Role rank and referential prominence

The primary observation of this paper is that special grammatical coding occurs in

non-usual, unexpected situations –when role rank and referential prominence do

not go together as they do most frequently. The usual associations between role

rank and referential prominence are themselves universal, and can be summarized

as in (6), a claim about frequency patterns in language use.

(6) Usual role-reference associations (Universal 2)

Arguments with higher-ranked roles tend to be more referentially

prominent, and vice versa.

This fundamental observation is not an abstract aspect of the language system

(like the notion of “harmonic alignment” of Aissen (2003), which ultimately

inspired it), but a concrete claim about universal discourse frequencies. In this

paper I do not focus on documenting the discourse frequencies, but the reader

should keep in mind that whenever I say, for example, that “A shows a greater

tendency to be definite than P”, I mean that we find more definite A-arguments

than definite P-arguments in all representative texts in all languages. Thefigures in

the Appendix should make it very plausible that Universal 2 is correct, but testing

this claim more thoroughly is a topic for future comparative corpus research.
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Role rank is defined very simply as in (7) (see Haspelmath 2011, 2015 for precise

definitions of the comparative role-types A, P, T and R).

(7) role rank:

In monotransitive constructions, the A (agent) is ranked higher than the

P (patient).

In ditransitive constructions, the R (recipient) is ranked higher than the

T (theme).

Regarding the notion of “role rank”, it is of course an interesting question to ask

why A should pattern with R, and why P should pattern with T, but in this paper, I

will not make any attempt at further generalization. The main reason for having a

notion of role rank is tomake the formulation of the universals in (5) and (6) simple

and intuitive. Alternatively, one could replace (6) by saying that A and R tend to be

more referentially prominent than P and T, respectively. For the present paper, it

makes no difference, so the notion of role rank is not crucial.1 (Since many readers

will be curious, I will make a few remarks below in Section 11.2, but it should be

kept in mind that these considerations are not essential for this paper.)

Referential prominence is defined by the scales of inherent prominence and

discourse prominence in (8).

(8) scales of referential prominence

a. inherent prominence2

person scale: locuphoric (first/second) > aliophoric (third

person)

(full) nominality scale: person form (independent or index) > full

nominal

animacy scale: human (> animal) > inanimate

1 The idea of typical (“harmonic”) associations of role rank with referential prominence scales is

particularly clear in Aissen (2003), and I acknowledge the influence of her clear formulations (also

in Aissen 1999). However, my proposed explanation of the generalizations (which I give in Section

11.2 below) is completely different and does not rely on a general notion of role rank (or “role

prominence”, as in Aissen’s work).

2 Other scales have sometimes been added, most notably the kinship scale (kinship term > non-

kin human noun) and the properhood scale (human proper name > human common noun), as

subscales of the human domain of the animacy scale (cf. especially Silverstein (1976: 122) for

properhood). These are left aside here, because not enough is known about the coding of proper

names and kinship terms as core arguments (but see Helmbrecht et al. 2018 for some recent

findings). The singular-plural distinction is also sometimes cited in this connection (e.g., by Bickel

et al. 2015: 17), but most authors regard it as an orthogonal dimension (e.g., Dixon 1994: 91).
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b. discourse prominence

definiteness scale: definite (> specific indefinite) > indefinite nonspecific

givenness scale: discourse-given > discourse-new

focus scale: background > focus

Here one could ask what these different kinds of semantic and discourse-

pragmatic notions have in common that justifies subsuming them under a single

notion of “referential prominence”, but again I will not give an answer here. The

main empirical observation in (5) can be stated in a maximally simple way if we

have a general notion of referential prominence, but alternatively it could be stated

individually for each of the scales in (8), with no loss of explanatory success. In the

approach advocated here, explanation does not rely on the simplicity of the for-

mulations, and I use simple formulations mainly because they are easier to

remember.

In the earlier literature, the scales in (8a) were often subsumed under general

notions such as “extended animacy” or “empathy”, but it has long been recog-

nized that definiteness patternsmuch like animacy in split P flagging, so discourse

prominence plays a similar role as inherent prominence. To reflect this, other terms

like “individuation” and “indexability” have also been used. The use of the term

(referential) prominence in connection with split argument coding seems to have

been introduced byAissen (1999; 2003), inspired by phonological terminology, but

it is by nowwell-established (e.g., Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and Schlesewsky 2009;

Lockwood and Macaulay 2012; Malchukov 2008).3

It is also important to be aware that the notions in (7) and (8a) and (8b) are

intended as comparative concepts for crosslinguistic comparison (as is usual in the

Greenbergian tradition of comparative linguistics), not as necessarily corre-

sponding closely to language-particular categories, let alone to any innate cate-

gories of a grammar blueprint. Categories often differ substantially across

languages, but the concepts in (7) and (8) are meant to be applicable to all lan-

guages equally.

3 Usual associations and universals of coding

splits

For a maximally general formulation of the universals of argument coding

that were illustrated by (1)–(4), we need to distinguish two types of

3 Another term with roughly the same meaning is Shibatani’s (2006) discourse relevance.
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associations (Section 3.1) and two types of coding splits (Section 3.2). When

we consider both monotransitive and ditransitive constructions, this yields

four different types of argument coding splits, summarized in Table 1 at the

end of this section.

3.1 Two types of usual associations

To make Universal 2 (in (6) above) more specific, the most straightforward possi-

bility is to consider the arguments individually, regardless of what happens

elsewhere in the clause, and to state their usual associations (or association ten-

dencies) with the referential prominence scales:

(9) single-argument association tendencies

a. the A and the R tend to be referentially prominent

b. the P and T tend to be referentially non-prominent

For example, clauses such as ‘The dog found a bone’ and ‘She gave the boy a key’,

with definite A and R, and indefinite P and T, are more usual than ‘A rock hit the

hiker’ or ‘She gave a boy the key’.

On the other hand, we can look at both arguments within a two-argument

scenario simultaneously and compare their referential prominence values. In

monotransitive constructions, the scenario consists of the A and the P, and in

ditransitive constructions, the scenario consists of the R and the T.4

(10) scenario association tendencies

a. the A tends to be referentially more prominent than the P

b. the R tends to be referentially more prominent than the T

Table : Two types of argument coding splits, and two construction types.

Single-argument split

(only the coded

argument is relevant)

Scenario split

(the arguments in a

scenario are relevant)

Monotransitive

construction

(A > P, agent and patient)

Split P flagging (ex. )

(“differential object marking”),

split A flagging (ex. ),

(Section )

Scenario-based special

A or P flagging (ex. ),

(Sections  and )

Ditransitive

construction

(R > T, recipient and theme)

Split R flagging (e.g., Wolof

ci + vs. zero, ex. ),

split T flagging, (Section )

Scenario-based special

R or T flagging (ex. ),

(Sections  and )

4 The term scenario for referential-prominence values of participant configurations was appar-

ently first used by Bickel (1995: 74) and has become better known since Zúñiga (2006).
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Because of these tendencies, we can distinguish three kinds of scenarios:

(11) a. DOWNSTREAM scenario (most usual):

when A/R is referentially more prominent than P/T

b. UPSTREAM scenario (least usual):

when A/R is referentially less prominent than P/T

c. BALANCED scenario (intermediate):

when A/R and P/T are equally prominent

The downstream scenarios (e.g., ‘I caught a rabbit’) are themost usual ones, and

the upstream scenarios are the least usual (e.g., ‘A dog bit you’), with balanced

scenarios in between. The “upstream/downstream” metaphor is introduced

here because the most common scenarios are expressed in the “easiest” way

(like swimming downstream), while the least common scenarios can be thought

of as more “difficult” (like swimming upstream) and thus need more “coding

energy”.

3.2 Two types of splits: Single-argument splits and scenario
splits

Corresponding to single-argument associations and scenario associations, we

have two types of argument coding splits:5 single-argument splits (Sections 4 and 5)

and scenario splits (Sections 6 and 7).

A single-argument split is defined in (12), and the corresponding universal is

formulated in (13) (which is restricted to flagging and does not make claims about

indexing, cf. Note 6).

(12) single-argument coding split:

A single-argument coding split is an argument coding split for which only

the referential prominence of the coded argument is relevant.

5 An argument coding split is a situation where argument coding (flagging or indexing) depends

on grammatical factors in the construction, rather than on lexical idiosyncrasies of verbs. The

original use of the term is in split ergativity (DeLancey 1981; Silverstein 1976), but split case-marking
or case-marking split has been used since the 1980s as well (e.g., Tsunoda 1981) (Here I do not

consider argument coding splits that are conditioned by factors such as tense and aspect, limiting

myself to splits that depend on referential prominence).
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(13) The single-argument flagging universal (Universal 3)6

If a languagehas anasymmetric single-argumentflagging split dependingon

some prominence scale, then the coding is longer for prominent

P/T-arguments or for non-prominent A/R-arguments.

For example, prominent P-arguments have special longer flags in languages with

differential object marking (e.g., Spanish, where specific human Ps get the accu-

sative preposition a), and non-prominent R-arguments have special flags in lan-

guages with split R flagging (e.g., in English, where full nominal Rs get the dative

preposition to, cf. Section 5.1.2).

This universal makes use of the notion of an asymmetric split, i.e., a coding

split in which one of the coding types involves longer coding (also called special
coding). In most cases, this means overt coding contrasting with zero coding, but

we will also see examples of shorter and longer overt coding.7

The universal in (13) is a more general formulation that subsumes the famous

split P flagging universal in (14).8 An illustration was given in (2) above, and more

will be said in Section 4.1.

(14) Split P flagging (“differential object case-marking”, Universal 4)

If a language has an asymmetric split in P flagging depending on some

prominence scale, then the specialflag is usedon theprominent P-argument.

The more general formulation in (13) also includes split A flagging (“differential

subject marking”), as illustrated above in (1) and treated further in Section 4.2, as

well as split R and split T flagging (treated in Section 5).

6 It should be noted that (13) restricts its claims to flagging. The othermajor argument coding type

is indexing (see Haspelmath 2013), and onemight wonder why indexing is not included in (13) and

(14) below. The reason is that the vast majority of references to differential object marking in the

literature actually talk about P flagging, not about P coding more generally. As a result, what the

generalizations about indexing are is not clear at themoment. Itmaywell be that a highpositionon

the person, animacy and definiteness scales favours indexing in general, not just with objects.

“Differential object indexing” would then be a rather different phenomenon, so in the present

paper, I leave indexingout of consideration and focus onflagging (thoughverb codingwill become

relevant below in Sections 9 and 10).

7 Argument coding splits that are not asymmetric, but symmetric are uncommon. A well-known

example is theNominative-Genitive split depending on negation in Polish (e.g.,widzę Ew-ę [Ewa-ACC] ‘I
see Ewa’, nie widzę Ew-y [Ewa-GEN] ‘I don’t see Ewa’). This split is not related to referential prominence,

so it is irrelevant here (see also Iemmolo (2013) on symmetric vs. asymmetric coding splits).

8 Split (or differential) P flagging is very often called “differential object marking” (DOM), but

flagging is more precise than marking (often authors talk about DOM but seem to include only

flagging, not indexing), and P is more precise than “object”, which would seem to (wrongly)

include not only monotransitive P, but also both ditransitive R and T.
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The other type of coding split is called scenario split because it is based on the

scenario associations. A scenario split is defined in a general way in (15), and the

most general scenario universal is given in (16).

(15) scenario split:

A scenario split is an argument coding split for which the referential

prominence of the arguments in a scenario (A-P, or R-T) is relevant,

not only the referential prominence of the coded argument.9

(16) The scenario universal (Universal 5)

If a language has an asymmetric scenario split, then the coding is longest for

upstream scenarios, shortest for downstream scenarios, and intermediate for

balanced scenarios.

For example, in (3) from Teop, the downstream scenario (locuphoric > aliophoric,

in (3b)) does not have the special coding with the Object marker ben-, and in (4)

from English, the upstream scenario (N > pers, in 4c) requires the Dative prepo-

sition to (Recall from 11b that an upstream scenario is one where R is less promi-

nent than T, and from (8a) that full nominals are less prominent than person

forms). The balanced scenarios (N > N, pers > pers) do not require this special

coding, and neither do the downstream scenarios (an example of a downstream

scenario in English is She gave himR the moneyT, pers > N).
10

The next four sections (Sections 4–7) are devoted to further illustration

(including some discussion) of the two types of argument coding splits, both in

monotransitive constructions and in ditransitive constructions (see Table 1 above).

Within each type of coding split and for both construction types, I will illustrate how

various prominence scales condition coding splits. Not all prominence dimensions

are found to be relevant (equally frequently) with all the coding split types and both

construction types, for unclear reasons, but most of the expected phenomena are

attested in the literature. Crucially, constructions that are not expected and ruled out
by the role-reference association universal are not attested (or found only margin-

ally). In Section 11, I will discuss the explanation of these strikingly general patterns,

and I will propose a correspondingly general explanation.

In addition to single-argument splits and scenario splits, I will also discuss

obligatory and optional verbal voice constructions (Sections 9 and 10). I will end

9 A scenario split corresponds to what Witzlack-Makarevich et al. (2016) call “co-argument

sensitivity”.

10 To express the referential prominence in a scenario, I use the notation “X > Y”, which means

“AX, PY” in monotransitive constructions, and “RX, TY” in ditransitive constructions. For example,

in monotransitives, 3 > 1 means that the A is third person and the P is first person, and in

ditransitives, pers > N means that the R is a person form, and the T is a full nominal.
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up formulating 12 additional universals (summarized in Figure 1 in Section 11

below), all of which are ultimately special cases of Universal 1.

4 Single-argument splits in monotransitive

constructions

Thediscussion ofmonotransitive single-argument splits is organized in this section by

P splits and A splits. We begin with P splits, because this type of split is best known.

4.1 Split P flagging (or differential object marking)

As mentioned earlier, split P flagging, traditionally known as “differential object

marking”, has beenwidely discussed in the earlier literature, so there is no need to

dwell on it much in this paper (see Seržant and Witzlack-Makarevich 2018 for a

recent overview). It is particularly often conditioned by animacy and definiteness,

but sometimes by givenness and nominality, and occasionally by person (focus-

conditioned split P flagging seems to be very rare, and I currently lack examples).

The universal nature of the phenomenon, formulated as Universal 4 in (14)

above, has generally been taken for granted. Aissen (1999: 673) counts it “among

the most robust generalizations in syntactic markedness”, and much of the liter-

ature focuses on the precise factors in particular languages as well as on possible

explanations, not on providing evidence for or against the universal. Bossong

(1985: 3–8)makes it very clear that he regards the phenomenon as an implicational

universal (first described systematically by Thompson 1912), and even Filimonova

(2005), who documents a few counterexamples, does not challenge its status as a

universal tendency. Bickel et al. (2015) seem to suggest that the dependence of split

P and split A flagging on referential prominence is not a universal tendency, but

Schmidtke-Bode and Levshina (2018) show that Bickel et al.’s data can be inter-

preted rather differently, as providing support for Universal 4.11

The following subsections illustrate five subtypes of split P flagging, with

conditioning by different prominence scales.

11 Another world-wide study of split P flagging is Sinnemäki (2014), but this study does not test

Universal 4. It focuses on the question whether restricted (or split) case marking usually depends

on referential prominence, not on the kinds of asymmetries found in prominence-related splits. At

the end of his paper, Sinnemäki actually endorses the predictability-based account of split flag-

ging that I will discuss in Section 11 below.
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4.1.1 Animacy-conditioned split P flagging

This subtype is particularly well-known from many languages of South Asia and

Southeast Asia (see, e.g., LaPolla 1992 for Trans-Himalayan languages), but it is

also found in many other languages in different parts of the world, e.g., in

Romance languages such as Spanish, or Sardinian as illustrated in (17) (where the

crucial feature is humanness).

(17) Nuorese Sardinian (Bossong 1991: 148)

a. a mortu a Serbadore
has killed ACC Salvatore

‘He killed Salvatore.’

b. a mortu su lupu
has killed the wolf

‘He killed the wolf.’

4.1.2 Definiteness-conditioned split P flagging

This was illustrated above in (2) from Sakha and is also well-known from Turkish

and Hebrew. Definiteness/specificity is also one of the relevant factors in Spanish

(e.g., García García 2007), as well as in Punjabi, illustrated in (18).

(18) Punjabi (Indic; Bhatia 1993: 172–174)

a. Kataab vekho.
book look.IMP.2PL

‘Look at a book.’

b. Kataab nũũ vekho.
book ACC look.IMP.2PL

‘Look at the book.’

4.1.3 Nominality-conditioned split P flagging

Some languages have P flagging only on personal pronouns, but not on full

nominals. A well-known example of such a language is English (he vs. him, she vs.
her, etc.), and many pidgins and creoles are of this sort as well (Haspelmath and

APiCS Consortium 2013). Moreover, there are many languages throughout the

world that lack nominal flagging, but many of these distinguish between

A-arguments and P-arguments in their person indexes (Siewierska 2005), so they
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are like English in that they have an A versus P distinction for person forms but not

for full nominals.12

4.1.4 Givenness-conditioned split P flagging

It has been known since Thompson (1912) that split P flagging is sometimes

conditioned by givenness (or “topicality”). Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011:

Chapter 6) discuss a number of relevant cases in some detail, e.g., Persian.

(19) Persian (Dalrymple and Nikolaeva 2011: 108–112)

a. man ketâb-râ xarid-am.
I book-ACC buy.PST-1SG

‘I bought the book.’

b. man sib-i(*-râ) xord-am.
I apple-INDF(-ACC) eat.PST-1SG

‘I ate an apple.’ (accusative flag is not allowed on nontopical P)

c. ki mašin-i-*(râ) did?
who car-INDF-(ACC) see.PST[3SG]

‘Who saw a car?’ (accusative flag is required on topical P)

4.1.5 Person-conditioned split P flagging

In Abruzzese (an Italo-Romance variety), special P-flagging by the prepositiona occurs
only with locuphoric (first and second) personal pronouns (D’Alessandro 2017: 8).

(20) Abruzzese (dialect of Arielli)

a. So vistə a mme / a tte.
be.1SG seen to me / to you

‘I have seen myself/you.’

b. Semə vistə a nnu / a vvu.
be.1PL seen to us / to you

‘We have seen us/you.’

c. *So vistə a Marije / a jissə / a quillə.
be.1SG seen to Maria / to them / to them

(‘I have seen Maria/them.’)

12 Indexes cannot be flagged, however (by definition, Haspelmath 2019a), and it may be that this

phenomenon has a different explanation. I am not aware of any claims that P-indexes generally

tend to be longer thanA-indexes,whichwould be expected if this were the samephenomenon (but

see Section 5.1.1 on R-indexes).
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Similarly, in Yindjibarndi, accusative marking of P is obligatory with locuphoric

personal pronouns, but optional for all third person arguments (Wordick 1982: 76).

4.2 Split A flagging

Since Silverstein (1976), split A flagging (or split ergativity, i.e., ergative flagging

restricted to lower-prominence A) has often been seen as the mirror image of split P

flagging. Kiparsky (2008: Section 2.3) argues that the pattern represents a “true uni-

versal”, i.e., notmerely a typological generalization. By now it iswell-known that split

Aflagging (also called “differential subjectmarking”,13 cf. deHoopanddeSwart 2009)

is rarely conditioned by animacy or definiteness, and much more often by person or

nominality. Because in quantitative terms, theobserved codingphenomenaarenot an

exact mirror image of what we find in P flagging, some authors have questioned the

proposal that they should be understood in an analogous way (Fauconnier and

Verstraete 2014). However, accusative and ergative systems are not fully symmetrical

in other ways either, but even so it has often proved useful to consider them asmirror

images, and here I hypothesize that a very similar generalization applies to ergative

systems. Universal 6 in (21) is completely parallel to Universal 4 in (14) above.

(21) Split A flagging (“differential subject marking”, Universal 6)

If a language has an asymmetric split in A flagging depending on some

prominence scale, then the special flag is used on the nonprominent

A-argument.

In other words, if a language has ergative marking but not on all kinds of argu-

ments, then it tends to have it for the less prominent arguments, in particular for

full-nominal arguments, for aliophoric (third-person) arguments, and for focused

arguments (see Dixon 1994: Section 4.2).14

13 Some languages have split subject marking also on intransitive subjects, i.e., both on A and S

(e.g., Coptic, Grossman 2015). But this seems to be very rare, so conflating split A flagging and

differential subject marking is not a serious problem.

14 Malchukov (2008: 207–208) says that some phenomena in Hindi-Urdu and Samoan “do not

follow the markedness/economy predictions” (by which he means the predictions of the role-

reference association universal). However, for Hindi-Urdu, he cites examples of a Nominative-

Ergative alternation, not of a coding split, so they are not counterexamples to Universal 6. For

Samoan, he cites an example of a coding split, where inanimate A-arguments use a different

ergative flag from animate ones, but it is not an asymmetric split, because both ergative flags (e+
and i+) have the same length. So again, Samoan is not a counterexample. It remains to be seen

whether the phenomena mentioned by Malchukov fall under some other generalization, or

whether they are just idiosyncrasies.
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4.2.1 Person-conditioned split A flagging

Systems in which ergative marking is restricted in that it does not occur on locu-

phoric person forms are found at least in Australia, South Asia, and in two families

of the Caucasus (Kartvelian, Nakh-Dagestanian). In (22), we see the singular

paradigm of Godoberi personal pronouns which lacks ergative markers in the

locuphoric forms, but not in the aliophoric forms.

(22) Godoberi (Nakh-Dagestanian; Kibrik (ed.) 1996: 36, 42)

NOMINATIVE ERGATIVE

1SG den den-Ø
2SG min min-Ø
3SG.M how hoš-t̄i

4.2.2 Nominality-conditioned split A flagging

Systems in which ergative marking is restricted to full nominals and does not

occur on person forms are well-known from Australian languages, and illus-

trated in (23).

(23) Warrgamay

a. ngana-Ø gaga-ma
we-NOM go-FUT

‘We will go.’ (no flag on S-argument)

b. ngana-Ø ngulmburu-Ø ngunda-lma
we-ERG woman-ACC see-FUT

‘We will see the woman.’ (no flag on person-form A-argument)

c. maal-du ngulmburu-Ø ngunda-lma
man-ERG woman-ACC see-FUT

‘Themanwill see thewoman.’ (ergativeflagon full nominalA-argument)

(Pama-Nyungan; cf. Dixon 1980: 287–289)

4.2.3 Animacy-conditioned split A flagging

In Mangarrayi, only neuter-gender (inanimate) nominals take ergative case (cf.

24a), but masculine or feminine nouns do not (cf. 24b). So there exist cases of

animacy-conditioned split A marking, but as Malchukov (2008: 206–207) notes,

they seem to be quite rare (for reasons that I do not understand at the moment).
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(24) Mangarrayi (northern Australia; Merlan 1982: 61)

a. Ṇa-ŋugu ñim ŋan-ga-ŋiñ.
N.ERG-water submerge 3SG > 1SG-AUX-PST.PUNCT

‘Water covered/submerged me.’ (ergative prefix on inanimate A)

b. Buyʔ ñan-wu-na ŋaḷa-bugbugʔ.
show 3SG > 2SG-AUX-PST.PUNCT F.NOM-old.woman

‘Did the old woman show you (to him)?’ (no ergative marking on

animate A)

4.2.4 Focus-conditioned split A flagging

There are quite a few languages in different parts of the world in which the ergative

marker occurs only when the A-argument is focused (see McGregor 2010). An

example comes fromCentral Tibetan,which uses its ergative flag -ki’ onlywhen the
A is focused.

(25) Central Tibetan

a. khōng khāla’ so-kiyo:re’
he food make-IPFV.GNOM

‘He prepares the meals.’ (no flag on topical A-argument)

b. khōng-ki’ khāla’ so-kiyo:re’
he-ERG food make-IPFV.GNOM

‘HE prepares the meals.’ (ergative flag on focused A-argument)

(Tournadre 1995: 264)

5 Single-argument splits in ditransitive

constructions

Split argument coding has been much less discussed in ditransitive constructions,15

but as noted byHaspelmath (2007) and Kittilä (2008), such phenomena do occur, and

by now there are quite a few languages where such splits have been described (see

also a 2012 special issue of Linguistic Discovery: van Lier (2012)).

The situation in English is well-known, but it has almost always been dis-

cussed as an alternation (between the Double-Object construction and the

15 I only discuss monotransitive and ditransitive constructions here and leave intransitive con-

structions aside, because they do not seem to show any “split-S marking” (however, see Has-

pelmath (2019c) on differential place marking in clauses with a spatial argument).
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Prepositional Dative construction), depending on the verb and information

structure. However, as we saw in (4c) (*She gave Kim it), there is also a coding split:
When the T (theme) is a personal pronoun and the R (recipient) is a full nominal,

only the Prepositional Dative construction (She gave it to Kim) is possible. Clearly,

this is a kind of split R flagging, of the scenario type.16

The present section illustrates single-argument splits, organized by R splits

(Section 5.1) and T splits (Section 5.2). The relevant universals, given in (26) and

(27), are completely parallel to those about split A and P flagging seen earlier in (21)

and (14).

(26) Split R flagging (Universal 7)

If a language has an asymmetric split in R flagging depending on some

prominence scale, then the special flag is used on the nonprominent

R-argument.

(27) Split T flagging (Universal 8)

If a language has an asymmetric split in T flagging depending on some

prominence scale, then the special flag is used on the prominent

T-argument.

5.1 Split R flagging

Split R flagging is much more common than split T flagging, just as generally R

flagging is more common than T flagging in ditransitives, so we begin with this.

5.1.1 Person-conditioned split R-flagging

In the domain of clitic object pronouns on verbs, French has special R flagging only

on aliophoric R arguments, but not on locuphoric R-arguments. A different (and

more traditional) way of putting it is that there is no Accusative/Dative distinction

with first/second person atonic pronouns. The forms are given in (28). As noted in

Haspelmath (2007: Section 3.1), similar systems are found in languages elsewhere

in the world (Africa, the Caucasus, New Guinea), so there is little doubt that the

French pattern is not an accident.

16 There is some variation in English (see also Section 7.2 below), and it is sometimes claimed that

She gave Kim it is attested and is thus possible. However, Gerwin (2014: Section 5.5) (the most

thorough available study of the various ditransitive patterns in English) finds that this pattern is

extremely rare in her corpora, so I treat it as unacceptable.
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(28) French person clitics

T (ACC) R (DAT) T (ACC) R (DAT)

1SG me me 1PL nous nous
2SG te te 2PL vous vous
3SG le, la lui 3PL les leur

As expected, the Dative forms are (somewhat) longer than the Accusative

forms (lui vs. le/la, and leur vs. les), though no special Dative marker can be

discerned.17

5.1.2 Nominality-conditioned split R flagging

A language that has a special dative flag (preposition ta+) only with full nominal

R-arguments is Northeastern Neo-Aramaic.

(29) Northeastern Neo-Aramaic of Telkepe

(full nominal R)

a. wəl-lə pārə ta xa-məskenɒ
gave-he money to a.certain-poor.person

‘He gave money to a certain poor person.’ (= Coghill’s 11b)

b. kəm-yāwəl-lə ta məskenɒ
PST-he.give-3SG.M.OBJ to poor.person

‘He gave it to a poor person.’ (= 14b)

(person-form R)

c. kəm-yāwəl-lə hadiynɒ
PST-he.give-3SG.M.OBJ present

‘He gave him a present.’ (= 14c)

d. kəm-yāwəl-lux-ila
PST-he.give-2SG.M.OBJ-3SG.M.SEC

‘He gave them to you.’ (= 16b)

(Coghill 2010: 226–228)

A very similar situation is found in Bulgarian (Hauge 1999 [1976]), where theDative

preposition na is obligatory with full nominals, while clitic pronouns have

different forms for Accusative and Dative (e.g., 1SG me/mi, 2SG te/ti, 3SG.M go/mu).

17 However, these forms are bound person forms (person indexes), so strictly speaking, they

should not be discussed under the heading of split flagging (cf. note 6), even though they fit the

pattern. This matter requires further research.
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An even better known language with this pattern is French, where full nominals

require the preposition à+, while person forms are bound to the verb, as in Neo-

Aramaic.

5.1.3 Animacy-conditioned split R-flagging

In Yakkha, a Kiranti language of Nepal, R-arguments are in the Locative casewhen

inanimate, but otherwise in the (zero-coded) Absolutive case.

(30) Yakkha

a. ka nniŋda photo-ci ham-biʔ-meʔ-nenin = ha
1SG[NOM] 2PL[NOM] photo-PL[NOM] distribute-BEN-NPST-1>2PL = PL

‘I distribute the photos to you all.’

b. sarkar = ŋa yaŋ tenten = be
government = ERG money[NOM] villages = LOC

ŋ-hapsu-bi-ci = ha
3PL.A-distribute-BEN-3PL.P=PL

‘The government distributed the money to the villages.’

(Schackow 2012: 161–162)

5.1.4 Definiteness-conditioned split R-flagging

In Wolof, a dative preposition ci is required on the R when it is indefinite.

(31) Wolof

a. Jox naa xale bu jigéén ji benn velo.
give 1SG girl DEF INDF bicycle

‘I gave the girl a bicycle.’

b. *Jox naa benn xale bu jigéén velo bi.
give 1SG INDF girl bicycle DEF

‘I gave a girl the bicycle.’

c. Jox naa velo bi ci benn xale bu jigéen.
give 1SG bicycle DEF to INDF girl

‘I gave the bicycle to a girl.’

(Atlantic; Becher 2005: 19)

A similar restriction has been reported for Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980: 59–60).
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5.2 Split T flagging

Split T (theme) flagging is quite rare, just as T flagging in general is uncommon in

ditransitive constructions (English has a T preposition only with a few verbs, e.g.,

provide [someone]R [with something]T). It seems that it is mostly found in languages

of West Africa.

5.2.1 Nominality-conditioned split T flagging

In Ewe, a serial-verb flag is required preceding T if T is a personal pronoun, as can

be seen in (32).

(32) Ewe (Kwa)

a. Kosí ná [ga lá]T [nyɔ́nuví-á]R.
Kosi give money DEF girl-DEF

‘Kosi gave the money to the girl.’ (no flag on nominal T)

b. *Kosí ná-e Amí.
Kosi give-3SG.OBJ Ami

(‘Kosi gave it to Ami.’) (person-form T, flagless construction

ungrammatical)

c. Kosí tsɔ́-e ná Amí.
Kosi take-3SG.OBJ give Ami

‘Kosi gave it to Ami.’ (lit. ‘Kofi took it, gave-to Ali’)

(person-form T flagged with auxiliary tsɔ́ ‘take’)
(Essegbey 2010: 182–183)

The element tsɔ́ that is obligatorily used in (32c) looks like a verb (in a kind of serial

verb construction), but from a comparative perspective it is a kind of flag. What

exactly its categorial status is in Ewe is irrelevant– all thatmatters formy universal

claim in (13) is that there is “longer coding”, and this is no doubt the case in (32c).

5.2.2 Definiteness-conditioned split T flagging

In Akan, another Kwa language of West Africa, the T argument must be indefinite

in a simple double object construction, as in (33a). (33b) with the definite article on

the T is ungrammatical, and a construction with a special T-marking serial verb

must be used instead (dè lit. ‘take’).
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(33) Akan

a. Kofi ma-a abofra no akokɔ
Kofi give-COMPL child DEF chicken

‘Kofi gave the child a chicken.’

b. *Kofi ma-a abofra no akokɔ no
Kofi give-COMPL child DEF chicken DEF

(‘Kofi gave the child the chicken.’)

c. Kofi de akokɔ no ma-a abofra no
Kofi take chicken DEF give-COMPL child DEF

‘Kofi gave the chicken to the child.’

(Osam 1996: 63–64)

Thus, Akan is like Ewe except that the use of the serial-verb flag depends on the

definiteness of the T, not on its person-form status.

5.2.3 Person-conditioned split T coding

I have found only a single case of this: In Georgian, locuphoric personal pronouns

cannot be used in their ordinary form in T role, as seen in (34b). Instead, a rein-

forced form (šeni tavi lit. ‘your self’) must be used.

(34) Georgian

a. Vano-m Anzor-i še-Ø-adara Givi-s.
Vano-ERG Anzor-NOM PVB-3.OBJ-compared Givi-DAT

‘Vano compared Anzori to Givi.’

b. *Vano-m (šen) še-g-adara Givi-s.
Vano-ERG (you) PVB-2.OBJ-compared Givi-DAT

(‘Vano compared you to Givi.’)

c. Vano-m šen-i tav-i še-Ø-adara Givi-s.
Vano-ERG your-NOM self-NOM PVB-3.OBJ-compared Givi-DAT

‘Vano compared you to Givi.’

(Harris 1981: 48–49)

This situation is even less like the special-flagging patterns seen elsewhere, but

again, Universal 3 only requires “longer coding”, and this is what the special form

šeni tavi seems to achieve here.

6 Scenario splits in monotransitive constructions

Scenario splits in monotransitive constructions have sometimes been called

“global casemarking” (Malchukov 2008: 213; Silverstein 1976: 134), or “global case
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splits” (Bárány 2017; Georgi 2012; Keine 2010: Chapter 6). They are not common,

but they have been found in languages all over the world, and they all obey

Universal 5, repeated here.

(16) The scenario universal (Universal 5)

If a language has an asymmetric scenario split, then the coding is longest for

upstream scenarios, shortest for downstream scenarios, and intermediate for

balanced scenarios.

6.1 Person-conditioned special P flagging

In Kolyma Yukaghir, a special accusative flag is required on the P when the A is

aliophoric (cf. Keine 2010: Section 6.3), i.e., when the construction is not person-

downstream.

(35) Kolyma Yukaghir (Russian Far East)

a. met es’ie tet pulut-kele kudede-m
my father.NOM your husband-ACC kill-TR.3SG

‘My father has killed your husband.’

(A is third person, special accusative flag)

b. met tolow kudede
I.NOM deer.NOM kill.TR.1SG

‘I killed a deer.’ (A is locuphoric, no P flagging)

(Maslova 2003: 89; 10)

A completely parallel situation is found in Teop, an Oceanic language (illustrated

above in (3)). Yurok (anAlgic language of California) is similar aswell, requiring an

accusative suffix if the A is aliophoric and the P is locuphoric (Robins 1958: 21; see

Keine 2010: Section 6.2; Georgi 2012).18

6.2 Person-conditioned special A flagging

In Sahaptin, a special ergative flag is required on theAwhen the P is locuphoric (cf.

Keine 2010: Section 6.1), i.e., when the construction is person-upstream.

18 The Yurok pattern thus shows two conditions at the same time: Accusative marking occurs

when the A is low on the person scale and the P is high on the person scale. Such scenario splits,

which require reference to the referential prominence of both arguments, can be called DYADIC

scenario splits, contrasting with MONADIC splits as in Yukaghir, where only the prominence of the

coargument is relevant.
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(36) Sahaptin (Sahaptian; Pacific Northwest)

a. ku = š i-q’ínun-a tílaaki-nɨm
and 1SG 3.NOM-see-PST woman-ERG

‘And thewoman sawme.’ (P is locuphoric, special ergativeflag)

b. ku i-q’ínun-a áswan-Ø tílaaki-na
and 3.NOM-see-PST boy-ABS woman-ACC

‘And the boy saw the woman.’ (P is third person, no A flagging)

(Rude 2009: 13–14)

6.3 Definiteness-conditioned special A flagging

Eastern Khanty has an ergative flag on the A-argument when the P-argument is spe-

cific (see Baker 2015: 128), i.e., when the construction is not definiteness-downstream.

(37) Eastern Khanty (Uralic)

a. Mä t’əkäjəɣlämnä ula mənɣäləm.
we.DU.NOM younger.sister.COM berry pick.PST.1PL.SBJ

‘I went to pick berries with my younger sister.’

(P is nonspecific, no A flagging)

b. Mə-ŋən ləɣə əllə juɣ kanŋa aməɣaloɣ.
we-ERG them large tree beside put.PST.3PL.OBJ/1PL.SBJ

‘We put them (pots of berries) beside a big tree.’

(P is specific, special ergative flag)

(Gulya 1966: 135)

Baker (2015: 128) also cites Ika (a Chibchan language of Colombia), andKalin (2017:

Section 3.4) cites Niuean, both ofwhich have been described as having very similar

systems.

6.4 Animacy-conditioned special P flagging

A similar phenomenon from a less exotic language is Spanish differential object

marking that depends on the (in-)animacy of the A: As discussed by García García

(2007: 64), Spanish uses the preposition a on the P also in cases such as (38), where
the A is inanimate (i.e., when the construction is not animacy-downstream).

(38) En esta receta, la leche puede sustituir a-l huevo.
in this recipe the milk can replace ACC-the egg

‘In this recipe, milk can replace the egg.’
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7 Scenario splits in ditransitive constructions

Scenario splits in ditransitive constructions have become quite famous since the

1990s, but the discussion has almost exclusively centred on person-conditioned

special R-coding (Section 7.1), and has almost exclusively taken place in the

generative literature. The fact that these scenario splits are just a special case of a

larger generalization has not been noted in this literature.

7.1 Special R coding conditioned by person of T

This kind of coding split covers most of what has become widely known in the

literature as “person-case constraint” (PCC). For example, in Bulgarian, when T is

third person (aliophoric), the R can be a clitic pronoun, but the special dative

preposition na is required on the R when the T is a locuphoric clitic pronoun (see

39b–c).

(39) Bulgarian

a. Az im ja preporâčvam.
I 3PL.DAT 3SG.F.ACC recommend.PRS.1SG

‘I recommend her to them.’ (3 > 3, balanced)

b. *Az im te preporâčvam.
I 3PL.DAT 2SG.ACC recommend.PRS.1SG

‘I recommend you to them.’ (3 > 2, upstream)

c. Az te preporâčvam na tjah.
I 2SG.ACC recommend.PRS.1SG to them

‘I recommend you to them.’

(Hauge 1999 [1976])

As was pointed out in Haspelmath (2004), the term “person-case constraint” is a

misnomer, because very similar phenomena are found in languages that have no

case at all, like Shambala.

(40) Shambala (Bantu)

a. A-za-m-ni-et-ea.
3SG.SBJ-PST-3SG.T-1SG.R-bring-APPL

‘S/he has brought him/her to me.’ (1 > 3, downstream)

b. *A-za-ni-mw-et-ea.
3SG.SBJ-PST-1SG.T-3SG.R-bring-APPL

‘S/he has brought me to him/her.’ (3 > 1, upstream)
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c. A-za-ni-eta kwa yeye.
3SG.SBJ-PST-1SG.THM-bring to him/her

‘S/he has brought me to him/her.’

(Duranti 1979: 36)

For constructions like these, I had earlier discussed the universal in (41), based on

the “person-case constraint” of Bonet (1994) and subsequent work.

(41) Ditransitive Person-Role Constraint (Universal 9a)

Combinations of bound person forms (indexes) with the roles R and T are

disfavoured if the T index is first or second person and the R index is third

person.

In the present context, this can be reformulated as follows:19

(42) Ditransitive person-role universal (Universal 9b)

If T is locuphoric and R is aliophoric (i.e., if T is higher on the person scale

than R), a language may require a longer construction (not involving

person indexes), while (short) person indexes are always allowed when

the R is locuphoric and the T is aliophoric.

A scenario with locuphoric R and aliophoric T is a downstream scenario, so we

expect it to be expressed by short forms. Universals 9a and 9b are thus merely

special cases of Universal 5 in (16) (the fact that the person-role universal was not

fully general was already noted in Haspelmath 2004: Sections 6.2–6.4, and the

present paper expands on those observations).

7.2 Special R coding conditioned by nominality of T

Inmany varieties of English (especially American, it seems), the R cannot be coded

in the simplest waywhen the T is a person form rather than a full nominal. In these

varieties, (44a) is unacceptable (*Pat showed him it), not only (44b), which seems

to be unacceptable in all varieties of English (see (4c) above).

(43) a. Kim showed me his house.
(pers > N, downstream)

19 Note that I no longer use the term “constraint” in this context, because I regard (41/42) as an

empirically testable universal, not as a constraint in the sense of a causal factor (see Haspelmath

2019b for arguments for restricting the term constraint to refer exclusively to causal explanatory

factors).
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b. Lee showed her brother her new house.
(N > N, balanced)

(44) a. *Pat showed him it. – OK: Pat showed it to him.
(pers > pers, balanced)

b. *Pat showed his wife it. –OK: Pat showed it to his wife.
(N > pers, upstream)

In these varieties of English, special coding of R (with the preposition to) is thus
conditioned by a high position of T on the nominality scale: If T is a personal

pronoun, R must be coded in a special way.

7.3 Special T coding conditioned by nominality of R

While the use of a special R marker (like na+ in Bulgarian and kwa+ in Shambala)

to code the person-upstream scenarios 3 > 1 and 3 > 2 is perhaps the most wide-

spreadpattern, some languages use special focal forms for T argumentswhen the R

is a person form.

For example, Modern Greek has a set of Genitive (i.e., dative) and Accusative

proclitics used in downstream and aliophoric balanced scenarios, as seen in (45a).

But these proclitics cannot be used in upstream scenarios, as seen in (45b).

(45) a. Tu to éðose.
him.DAT it.ACC he.gave

‘He gave it to him.’ (3 > 3, person-balanced)

b. *Tu me éðose.
him.DAT me.ACC he.gave

(‘He gave me to him.’) (3 > 1, person-upstream)

c. OK: Tu éðose eména.
him.DAT he.gave me.FULL.ACC

‘He gave me to him.’ (Lit. ‘He gave ME to him.’)

The form eména in (45c) does not contain a special flag, but is simply the inde-

pendent personal pronoun. However, it is longer and thus conforms to the general

prediction of longer coding for less usual situations.
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7.4 Special R coding conditioned by animacy of T

In Icelandic, the preposition fyrir is required on the R when the T is animate,

according to Siewierska and van Lier (2013: 194).

(46) a. Hann kynnti mér þessa gerð skáldsagna.
he.NOM introduced me.DAT this type fiction

‘He introduced this type of fiction to me.’ (1 > 3, downstream)

b. Ég mun kynna þig fyrir henni.
I.NOM will introduce you.ACC to her

‘I will introduce you to her.’ (3 > 2, upstream)

Both constructions have accusative flagging for the T and dative flagging for the R,

but the dative flag is the (shorter) Dative case form in the downstream scenario,

while the dative flag is a (longer) preposition in the upstream scenario.

8 Relative scenario splits

So far, we have seen scenario splits where only the referential prominence of the

coargument is relevant for the coding of an argument (monadic scenario splits, cf.

n. 18), and also scenario splits where the prominence features of both arguments

are relevant (dyadic scenario splits).

Here I briefly discuss a third type of scenario split, called relative scenario split:
By this I mean situations where the coding of an argument is determined by the

relation between the prominence levels of the two arguments. Such scenario splits

are not possible with binary prominence scales as in (8), but only with ternary

scales (and scaleswith evenmoremembers). For example, Kashmiri has the rule in

(47b), based on the person scale in (47a) (as described by Wali and Koul 1994:

Section 2.4; see also Nichols 2001).

(47) a. first > second > third

b. If the A is higher than the P on the person scale (47a),

i.e., in a person-downstream scenario, the P has Absolutive (null) case,

but if it is not higher (in balanced and upstream scenario),

it has Dative case.

This is illustrated by the examples in (48). In (48a) and (48b), we see downstream

scenarios with Absolutive-marked (and thus zero-marked) objects, and in (48c) and

(48d) we see an upstream and a balanced scenario, with Dative-marked objects.
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(48) Kashmiri

a. bI chu-s-ath tsI parInaavaan
I.ABS be-1SG.ABS-2SG.OBL you.ABS teaching

‘I am teaching you.’ (1 > 2, downstream)

b. tsI chi-h-an su parInaavaan
you.ABS be-2SG.ABS-3SG.OBL he.ABS teaching

‘You are teaching him.’ (2 > 3, downstream)

c. su chu-y ts-e parInaavaan
he.ABS be-2SG.DAT you-DAT teaching

‘He is teaching you.’ (3 > 2, upstream)

d. su chu tə-mis parInaavaan
he.ABS be he-DAT teaching

‘He is teaching him. ‘ (3 > 3, balanced)

(Wali and Koul 1994: 976–977)

Kashmiri is thus similar to Yukaghir, Teop and Yurok (as seen in Section 6.1) in that

it exhibits person-conditioned special P flagging (by Dative suffixes), but the

condition crucially makes reference to the relation between the scale level of the A

and the P, not merely to the position of the A and/or the P on the scale.20

Another, more famous case is Fore (a Goroka language of Papua New Guinea),

whereaccording toScott (1978), ergativeflagging isusedonly if theP ishigher than the

Aon the ternaryanimacyscale (human>animal > inanimate). Forehasbeendiscussed

widely (Donohue and Donohue 1997; Foley 1986: 173; Malchukov 2008: 212–213), and

another language that keeps being cited is Awtuw (a Sepik language of Papua New

Guinea),where according to Feldman (1986), accusativeflagging occurs only if theP is

not lower than the A in animacy (de Swart 2006: 253; Malchukov 2008: 212). But it

seems that such languages are rare, as few further cases seem to have come up.

In the ditransitive domain, I am aware of only one language which needs to be

described in this way. According to Creissels and Kouadio (2010: 176), one of the

ditransitive constructions in Baule (a Kwa language of Côte d’Ivoire, fairly closely

related to Akan) must be described by the rule in (49b), based in the scale in (49a).

(49) a. personal pronoun > proper name > common noun

b. R and T can be unflagged only if R is higher than T on the scale in (49a),

but in balanced and upstream scenarios, the T must be flagged

by the serial verb fà.

This rule is illustrated by the examples in (50)–(53).

20 One could also say that the dyadic scenario splits of the Yurok type (cf. Note 18) are just like the

Kashmiri split, even though the relevant prominence scale is not ternary, but binary. This is a

question of perspective and terminology.
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(50) a. Kuàkú klè-lì Kòfí wɔ́ suǎʼn.
Kouakou show-PFV Kofi 2SG house.DEF

‘Kouakou showed your house to Kofi.’ (prop > common, downstream)

b. Kuàkú klè-lì mín Ákísí.
Kouakou show-PFV 1SG Akissi

‘Kouakou showed me Akissi.’ (pers > prop, downstream)

(51) a. *Kuàkú klè-lì Ákísí mín.
Kouakou show-PFV Akissi 1SG

(‘Kouakou showed me to Akissi.’) (prop > pers, upstream)

b. Kuàkú fà-lì mín klè-lì Ákísí.
Kouakou take-PFV 1SG show- PFV Akissi

‘Kouakou showed me to Akissi.’

(52) a. *Kuàkú klè-lì mín bé.
Kouakou show-PFV 1SG 3PL

(‘Kouakou showed them to me.’) (pers > pers, balanced)

b. Kuàkú fà-lì bé klè-lì mín.
Kouakou take-PFV 3PL show- PFV 1SG

‘Kouakou showed them to me.’

(53) a. *Kuàkú klè-lì Kòfí Ákísí.
Kouakou show-PFV Kofi Akissi

(‘Kouakou showed Akissi to Kofi.’) (prop > prop, balanced)

b. Kuàkú fà-lì Ákísí klè-lì Kòfí.
Kouakou take-PFV Akissi show-PFV Kofi

‘Kouakou showed Akissi to Kofi.’

Even though there are few attested cases of relative scenario splits, I hypothesize

that they exemplify the broader generalization in (54). This is merely a special case

of the scenario universal that we saw earlier, and in fact the prediction is exactly

the same.

(54) The relative scenario universal (Universal 10)

If a language has an asymmetric relative scenario split, then the coding

tends to be longest for upstream scenarios, shortest for downstream

scenarios, and intermediate for balanced scenarios.
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9 Argument coding versus verbal voice coding

In the examples that we saw so far, the non-usual associations show additional

coding on the verb’s arguments. However, the role-reference association universal

in (5) is formulated in more general terms, without specific reference to argument

coding. This is because the special coding can also be verb coding, or more spe-

cifically, verbal voice coding.21

In monotransitive constructions, verb-coded splits in non-usual situations are

not uncommonly conditioned by person. A number of languages use the basic verb

form in person-downstream scenarios, but a specially marked verb form in up-

stream scenarios. Thesemarkers are generally called INVERSEmarkers (Jacques and

Antonov 2014; Zúñiga 2006). An example comes from Itonama, a language of

lowland Bolivia, which has an inverse prefix k’i-.

(55) Itonama

a. ke’-sewane
2SG.F-see

‘you (F) see him/her’ (2 > 3, downstream)

b. ka’-k’i-kamo
2SG.F-INV-hit.face

‘he hit you (F) in the face’ (3 > 2, upstream)

(Crevels 2010: 680, 682)

Verb coding is very rare in ditransitive constructions, but there is at least one case

in Makassarese, an Austronesian language of Sulawesi (Indonesia). In this lan-

guage, the verb sare ‘give’ is the only underived ditransitive verb. It occurs as such

only with an indefinite T, as seen in (56a). If the T is a definite nominal or a person

form, the Applicative suffix -ang is required (cf. 56b) and (56c) (Jukes 2006: 341).

(56) Makassarese

a. La-ku-sare-ko doe’.
FUT-1-give-2.F money

‘I’ll give you some money.’

b. La-ku-saré-ang-ko doe-kku
FUT-1-give-APPL-2.F money-1.POSS

‘I’ll give you my money.’

21 Note that I do not include person indexes (“agreementmarkers”) on verbs here. Person indexes

are best thought of as expressing arguments (often jointlywith nominals), in addition to coding the

roles of arguments. Verb coding elements (voice markers) such as inverse markers or passive

markers do not express arguments.
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c. La-ku-saré-ang-ko.
FUT-1-give-APPL-2.F

‘I’ll give it to you.’

The Itonama example is similar to a scenario split, and theMakassarese example is

similar to a single-argument split. These constructions are not argument coding

splits, of course (because the relevant arguments are always coded in the same

way), but the patterns are clearly closely related, so I decided to include this brief

discussion in this paper.22

I know of no extensive comparative studies of inverse patterns, but all the

evidence that I have seen is compatible with the generalization in (57).

(57) The inverse universal (Universal 11)

If a language uses different verb forms for downstream and upstream

scenarios, i.e., an inverse form and a direct form, and the verb coding is

asymmetric, then the inverse form tends to be longer than the direct form.

Note that the most famous inverse/direct pattern, as known from Algonquian lan-

guages, shows both overt inverse and overt direct marking (symmetric coding). This

pattern is consistent with Universal 11, though it does not provide strong evidence

for it, because the direct markers are not always shorter than the inverse markers.

10 Alternations

10.1 Classical passive, antipassive and dative alternations

Another widespread phenomenon in languages, closely related to argument

coding splits, is argument coding alternations. An alternation is a situation where

two different coding patterns can be used alongside each other, with roughly the

same meaning. Well-known examples of coding alternations are passives and

antipassives for monotransitives, and dative alternations for ditransitives.

(58) passive alternation in English

a. The woman sold the house.
b The house was sold by the woman.

22 In an earlier paper (Haspelmath 2007), I used the term inverse in a semantic sense, for what I

now call upstream scenarios. But I now think that it is better to have different terms for semantic

types and coding types, so I distinguish between upstream scenarios and inverse markers.
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(59) antipassive alternation in Chukchi

a. ətlʔa-ta məčəkw-ən tən-nin
mother-ERG shirt-ABS sew-3SG > 3SG.AOR

‘The mother sewed the shirt.’

b. ətlʔa-Ø ine-nn-gʔi məčəkw-ən
mother-ABS ANTIP-sew-3SG.AOR shirt-INS

‘The mother sewed the shirt.’

(Kozinsky et al. 1988: 667)

(60) dative alternation in English

a. The girl gave the boy the pen.
b. The girl gave the pen to the boy.

There is a great variety of such argument coding alternations, but when we single

out those that show ASYMMETRIC CODING, we can generalize over them in a way that

has apparently not been done before. By asymmetric coding, I mean a situation

where either (i) one of the alternates has special verb coding, as is normally the

case in passives (Haspelmath 1990), and also in the antipassive construction in

(59), or (ii) the argument flagging in one of the alternates is clearly shorter. The

latter is the case in the English Dative alternation, where the Double Object con-

struction (in 60a) shows no preposition, while the Prepositional Dative construc-

tion has an extra dative preposition. Many alternations are asymmetric in both

ways at the same time: Thus, the English passive alternation has special verb

coding (the passive auxiliary be plus the Past Participle form of the verb), and in

addition the argument flagging is longer (the preposition by on the agent

argument).

Given this notion of an asymmetrically coded alternation, we can formulate

the generalization in (61).

(61) The alternation universal (Universal 12)

In an asymmetric argument coding alternation, the longer alternant tends

to be used in situations that deviate from the usual associations

of roles and referential prominence.

Here themost relevant subtype of referential prominence is topicality or givenness.

For passives, which are by definition asymmetric, this means that they tend to be

used when the A is not given/topical, and/or when the P is not new information.

We can formulate this as a universal:
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(62) The passive universal (Universal 13)

If a passive alternation is sensitive to givenness, then the passive alternant

tends to be used when the original A is not given information and/or the

original P is not new information.

That this is indeed the case has been known for quite some time (e.g., Shibatani

1985; Siewierska 1984), although I am not aware of earlier formulations that are as

general as Universal 13.

For dative alternations, which are generally (and almost by definition)

asymmetrical, we can likewise say that the longer alternant occurs when unex-

pectedly the R is not given/topical, and/or when the T is not new information.

(63) The dative alternation universal (Universal 14)

If a dative alternation is sensitive to givenness, then the dative alternant

tends to be used when the R is not given information and/or the T is not

new information.

For English, this is well established (e.g., Collins 1995; Thompson 1990), and the

situation in related languages is not very different (see van der Beek 2004 for

Dutch, for example). However, dative alternations are not very common in the

world’s languages (Siewierska 1998), and I am not aware of in-depth studies of

dative alternations in non-European languages. Thus, the available evidence for

Universal 14 is currently slim, but there is no counterevidence either, and both 13

and 14 are special cases of Universal 12, so I would like to claim that it is indeed a

universal generalization.

Universal 12, in turn, is evidently a special case of Universal 1, the general role-

reference association universal.

10.2 Splitting alternations

In addition to coding splits and coding alternations, we also find an intermediate

phenomenon that provides further confirmation for the present approach: Some

construction pairs alternate under some conditions, but are in complementary

distribution in other conditions. I call these situations splitting alternations.
For example, in Lummi (a Salishan language; Jelinek and Demers 1983), the

ordinary Active construction is used only when the scenario is nominality-

downstream (as in 64a) or nominality-balanced (as in 64b). When the scenario is

upstream, the Passive construction (with the verb suffix -ŋ, and the Oblique

preposition on the A) is obligatory (see 64c).
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(64) a. .x̣čit-s cə swəyʔqəʔ
know-3SG DET man

‘He knows the man.’ (NOT: ‘The man knows him.’) (pers > N,

downstream)

b. x̣čit-s
know-3SG

‘He knows it.’ (pers > pers, balanced)

c. x̣čit-ŋ ə cə swəyʔqəʔ
know-PASS OBL DET man

‘He is known by the man.’ (= The man knows him) (N > pers,

upstream)

For the scenarios that we have seen so far, the Active-Passive pair can be seen as a

split pattern that shows both an argument coding split (because the A is sometimes

Oblique-marked) and verb coding (because the non-usual situation requires the

verb marker -ŋ). However, when both the A and the P are full nominals, either the

Active or the Passive can be used:

(65) a. x̣čit-s cə swəyʔqəʔ cə swiʔqoʔəɫ
know-3SG DET man DET boy

‘The man knows the boy.’ (N > N, balanced)

b. x̣čit-ŋ cə swiʔqóʔəɫ ə cə swəyʔqəʔ
know-PASS DET boy OBL DET man

‘The boy is known by the man.’ (N > N, balanced)

A very similar situation is described for Northern Tiwa of Picurís by Nichols (2001).

In the domain of ditransitive constructions, we find a parallel case in Koyra

Chiini (a Songhay language of Mali; Heath 1999). On the one hand, the Post-

positional Dative construction (with the postposition + se) is the only possibility in
not maximally usual situations, i.e., in nominality-upstream and nominality-

balanced scenarios, as in (66a)–(66c). The shorter Double Object construction

(66d) is possible only in nominality-downstream patterns.

(66) Koyra Chiini Songhay

a. Ay noo ga [woy di se].
1SG.SBJ give 3SG.OBJ woman DEF DAT

‘I gave it to the woman.’ (= Heath’s 445b)

(N > pers, nominality-upstream)

b. Ay noo [woy di se] hari.
1SG.SBJ give woman DEF DAT water

‘I gave the woman some water.’ (= 445d)

(N > N, balanced)
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c. No-o noo ga [i se].
2SG.SBJ-IMPF give 3SG.OBJ 3PL DAT

‘You give it to them.’ (= 449b)

(pers > pers, balanced)

d. No-o noo gi njerfu.
2SG.SBJ-IMPF give 3PL.OBJ money

‘You give them some money.’ (= 447b)

(pers > N, downstream)

(Heath 1999: Section 9.1.2)

However, in the nominality-downstream scenario, the Double Object construction

is not obligatory, but either construction is possible:

(67) a. Yer o har i se i ma noo yer se idumbo.
1PL.SBJ IMPF say 3PL DAT 3PL.SBJ SBJV give 1PL DAT piece

‘We tell them to give us a piece.’ (= Heath’s 448)

b. boro kul kaa hin ka noo yer a wane fahaamey di
person all REL can INF give 1PL 3SG POSS understanding DEF

‘anyone who can give us information about it’ (= 447a)

Heath (1999) has not investigated the differences between these two constructions,

and Jelinek and Demers (1983) do not tell us about the usage differences between

the Lummi Active and Passive either, but I suspect that further investigation will

show that they differ in usage not unlike the corresponding English constructions,

as suggested by the universals in Section 10.1.

Since the English Dative Alternation is also an optional alternation in some

cases (cf. (60)) but a grammatically required split in others (cf. (4)), it is also an

example of a splitting alternation.

11 Possible explanations

11.1 Summary of the generalizations

I have reviewed substantial evidence for the role-reference association universal

that was introduced in the first section of this paper and is repeated here:

(5) The role-reference association universal (Universal 1)

Deviations from usual associations of roles and referential prominence

tend to be coded by longer grammatical forms if the coding is asymmetric.

The subsequent Universals 3–14 are all special instances of this super-universal.

Figure 1 diagrams their taxonomic relationships.
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The next question is what explains this universal tendency. In this section, I

mention three possible explanations: frequency-based coding efficiency (Section

11.2), disambiguation (Section 11.3), and innate biocognitive-representational

constraints of a grammar blueprint (Section 11.4). I will argue for frequency-based

coding efficiency and against the other two explanations.

11.2 Frequency-based coding efficiency

The first explanation, which I argue for here, invokes a functional-adaptive constraint:

Languages tend to have efficient coding systems, with zero or short coding for more

frequently occurringmeaningsand functions, andovert and longcoding formore rarely

occurring functions. Throughpiecemeal adaptation in languageuse, languages come to

have (or restore) efficient patterns. This explanation accounts for a very large number of

other coding asymmetries, as summarized in the universal in (68).

(68) The grammatical form-frequency correspondence universal

When two grammatical patterns that differ minimally in meaning

(i.e., patterns that form a semantic opposition) occur with significantly

different frequencies, the less frequent pattern tends to be overtly coded

(or coded with more coding material), while the more frequent pattern

tends to be zero-coded (or codedwith less codingmaterial), if the coding is

asymmetric.

Figure 1: Taxonomy of universal claims in this paper.
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This accounts for coding asymmetries in pairs like singular/plural, present/future,

affirmative/negative, allative/ablative, and many others. They were often called

“markedness asymmetries” in the past (Croft 2003: Chapter 4; Greenberg 1966), but

it is now clear that the formal patterns are due to frequency-based coding efficiency

(Haspelmath 2008; 2021). The explanation is the same as for length differences in

lexical forms (Zipf 1935): frequently expressed meanings are more predictable and

can therefore be expressed by shorter forms.

For role-reference associations, this kind of explanation has long been

advocated, for example by Caldwell (1856: 276), whose early remarks on special P

flagging deserve to be quoted again here (cf. Filimonova 2005: 78):

[…] the principle that it is more natural for rational beings to act than to be acted upon; and

hencewhen they dohappen to be acted upon–when thenounsbywhich they are denoted are

to be taken objectively– it becomes necessary, in order to avoidmisapprehension, to suffix to

them the objective case-sign.

It is of course unclear what ismeant by “natural” and a vague appeal to “nature” is

not explanatory by itself. However, if we replace “natural” by “frequent”, then the

quotation is identical to what I claim here: Frequency asymmetries lead to dif-

ferences in predictability, and grammatical coding is more efficient if more pre-

dictable meanings get less coding, and vice versa. A very similar formulation is

found in Comrie (1989: 128), still using “natural” but evidently meaning

“frequent”:

[…] it has been noted that in actual discourse there is a strong tendency for the information

flow from A to P to correlate with an information flow from more to less animate and from

more to less definite. In other words, the most natural kind of transitive construction is one

where the A is high in animacy and definiteness, and the P is lower in animacy and defi-

niteness; and any deviation from this pattern leads to a more marked construction. … the

construction which is more marked in terms of the direction of information flow should also

be more marked formally, i.e., we would expect languages to have some special device to

indicate that the A is low in animacy or definiteness or that the P is high in animacy or

definiteness[…] (Comrie 1989: 128).

Comrie also uses the “markedness” terminology, which does not lend itself to a

clear causal explanation, but if “marked formally” is replaced by “coded overtly”

and “marked in terms of information flow” is replaced by “non-usual (= rare)

association of role and referential prominence”, then this is exactly the explana-

tion that I am proposing. Perhaps the clearest statement in the earlier literature

that appeals to frequency of use in explaining a subset of the phenomena dis-

cussed here is Dahl and Fraurud (1996) (as well as Dahl 2008).
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Importantly, the functional view of role-reference association effects has no

problem explaining some of the features of the crosslinguistic patterns that are

otherwise hard to account for:

– The patterns that we find are implicational universals, not unrestricted uni-

versals. In general, implicational patterns suggest functional motivations

rather than innate representational constraints.

– We often find optionality of coding around the cut-off points, as has been

described, for example, in Spanish (e.g., von Heusinger and Kaiser 2005; for

optional case-marking more generally, see Lestrade 2013).

– Asymmetric coding splits (Sections 4–9) and asymmetric coding alternations

(Section 10) can be seen to fall under the same larger generalization, even though

their status as grammatical rules is very different. The idea that “soft constraints

mirror hard constraints” (Bresnan et al. 2001) ismuchmore readily explained in a

functional view of the origins of these grammatical patterns than if one attributes

crosslinguistic regularities to an innate grammar blueprint.

– What matters for the crosslinguistic generalizations is the overt markers, not the

abstract patterns. For example, while abstractly, many Australian languages

exhibit tripartite case alignment patterns (Baker 2015: Section 1.2.2), these pat-

terns show realizations by overt markers that are fully in agreement with the

predictions of frequency-based coding efficiency. This is not explained by

generative theories of abstract case (as is admitted by Baker 2015: 23, Note 12).

Finally, let me make a few remarks on the causes of the associations of role rank and

referential prominence that we observe empirically. These associations are of course

no surprise:Agent and recipient argumentshavea strong tendency tobeanimate (and

therefore definite), because humans are primarily interested in actions carried out by

humans, as well as in transfer events with human recipients. This is what leads us to

say that agents and recipients have a “high role rank”. I am somewhat hesitant to say

that this is a real explanation, because one might justly ask what leads speakers to

classify agents and recipients as coherent role classes to begin with (it could be that

these are innate categories of a grammar blueprint). But regardless of the explanation

of the associations, they are empirically testable, because linguists generally agree

that agent roles and recipient roles can be identified in languages (and texts) inde-

pendently of their referential prominence properties. For the efficiency explanation of

form-frequency correspondences to go through, it is not necessary that we have an

explanation of the usage frequencies (Haspelmath 2021).

11.3 Ambiguity avoidance

So far, I have not mentioned ambiguity avoidance as an explanatory factor,

although intuitively, this makes a lot of sense: Languages serve to convey speakers’
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thoughts to their interlocutors, so their expressions should not be ambiguous. And

indeed, the classic cases of split P flagging (differential object marking) help the

hearer to distinguish between the A and the P, in that they provide special marking

precisely for those P-arguments that are more like typical A-arguments (in that they

are definite and/or animate). The same reasoning applies to split A flagging, as well

as to split R and T flagging, and also to the scenario splits.

Sowhy am I not saying that the explanation of the grammatical patterns lies in

ambiguity avoidance,23 and instead appeal to a more abstract principle of efficient

coding and predictability? There are three reasons for this.

First of all, ambiguity avoidance can be seen as merely a special case of

efficient coding. If grammatical markers are preferentially used when the gram-

matical meaning is least predictable, then it follows that they should tend to be

usedwhen there is a danger of ambiguity, because ambiguity is an extreme form of

lack of predictability. For differential object marking (DOM), this point was made

by Newmeyer (2005: Section 4.9.2) (and endorsed by Hawkins 2014: 194).

All that one needs to adopt is the well-established hypothesis that within a given domain,

more frequent combinations of features require less coding that less frequent ones. There is

no need to appeal to ambiguity reduction to explain the phenomenon of DOM (Newmeyer

2005: Section 4.9.2).

Second,andmoreimportantly,ifambiguityavoidanceweretheprimaryexplanation,we

would expect that languages can use diverse coding means to ensure unambiguous

interpretation, including ANTI-EFFICIENT coding. For example, one could imagine

languages in which topical agents are always ergative-marked and indefinite patients

are always accusative-marked, but focusedagents anddefinite patients are zero-coded.

Such a language would have very little potential ambiguity (because only clauses

withfocusedagentsanddefinitepatientswouldlackflagging,andtheseclausesarevery

rare), but this type is completely unattested. By contrast, languages of themirror-image

type, which are actually widely attested, show at least as much potential

ambiguity (when the patient is indefinite and has no accusative marking). This shows

that efficiency of coding is crucial for understanding limits on the world-wide distribu-

tion of languages.

Third, there are cases where a longer expression is required (or is possible) for

the less frequently used meanings even though there would seem to be nothing

wrong with the more regular, shorter expression. For example, in ditransitive

23 Note that I am only talking about cross-linguistic trends in grammaticalized patterns here.

There may well be cases where variable usage within a language is best explained by ambiguity

avoidance, i.e., where two patterns are in principle always possible by the rules of grammar, but

one of the patterns is preferred in discourse where there is a danger of ambiguity.
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person-role combinations, languages sometimes ban perfectly regular and non-

ambiguous forms, as we saw in (45) from in Modern Greek, repeated here.

(45) a. Tu to éðose.
him.DAT it.ACC he.gave

‘He gave it to him.’

b. *Tu me éðose.
him.DAT me.ACC he.gave

‘He gave me to him.’

(45b) is perfectly clear and unambiguous, but the language still requires the longer

form Tu éðose eména ((45c) in Section 7.3 above). A similar argument on the basis

of experimental results is made by Diessel (2019: Section 11.5.2).

Of course, all cases of asymmetric alternations are precisely of this kind: A

sentence such as A girl saw the stork is perfectly unambiguous, but languages still

often prefer more complex forms (with additional flagging and/or additional verb

coding) such as The stork was seen by a girl. This is explained by the preference to

have additional coding for less predictable forms, even if these forms are no less

ambiguous than the simpler forms.

11.4 Biocognitive-representational constraints of a grammar
blueprint

Over the years, there have been a large number of proposals in generative grammar for

how to account for various aspects of the phenomena that are here subsumed under

role-reference associations. Since split P flagging (differential object marking) is

particularly prominent, this has been treated frequently, but it seems that no consensus

hasemerged (Kalin (2018) surveysquitea fewdifferent recent approaches). Likewise, for

person-role interactions (cf. Section 7.1), there are many competing ideas (see Tucker

2013: 254–276 foranoverview). There isalso somegenerative literatureonother scenario

splits, butmost of this work does not establish clear linkswith single-argument splits.24

What most of the generative papers share is that they talk about particular languages,

but at the same time seem to propose highly general analyses that are motivated by

manyother considerations. This kindofwork is thusveryhard to compare to thepresent

proposal,which focuses on claims about universal tendencies in theworld’s languages.

There is really only one line of research in the generative tradition that is

similar in generality to my proposal, and this is Aissen’s (1999, 2003) work, which

24 But Kalin (2017) is a recent paper that highlights the similarities between differential object

marking and person-role interactions.
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has been widely cited. Aissen uses optimality-theoretic (OT) notation to express

the universal tendency that role rank and referential prominence go hand in hand.

There had been earlier hints in the literature about such role-reference connec-

tions, as in the following quotation from Farkas and Kazazis (1980).

[I]n the Rumanian clitic system, the case hierarchy [Ethical > Goal > Theme] and the personal

hierarchy [1 > 2 > 3] are not supposed to conflict. Where there is no conflict […], the string is

grammatical. Where there is strong conflict […], the sequence is unacceptable […] (Farkas

and Kazazis 1980: 78; see Haspelmath 2004: Section 2.6).

But Aissen was the first to incorporate the prominence scales known from the

functional-typological literature into generative grammar, in an attempt to provide

a truly general explanation for all languages.

However, Aissen’s papers diverge from the standard generative approach in

that they do not really make crucial reference to representational constraints of a

grammar blueprint (“universal grammar”). On the one hand, Aissen’s work is

generative in that it appeals to universal constraints in order to simultaneously

describe individual languages and explain the gaps in attested languages. Her

complex system of fixed constraint subhierarchies with constraint conjunction,

and with intercalated constraints that penalize overt case-marking, derives the

implicational universals nicely. But on the other hand, she does not really claim

that these constraints are specific innate biocognitive mechanisms (as part of a

grammar blueprint). Instead, she connects her approach with functionalist ideas

about markedness and iconicity:

The effect of local conjunction here is to link markedness of content (expressed by the

markedness subhierarchy) to markedness of expression (expressed by *Ø). That content and

expression are linked in this way is a fundamental idea of markedness theory (Greenberg

1966; Jakobson 1939). In the domain of Differential Object Marking, this is expressed formally

through the constraints [shown immediately above]. Thus they are iconicity constraints: they

favor morphological marks for marked configurations (Aissen 2003: 448).

Another quotation makes it particularly clear that for Aissen, the optimality-

theoretic machinery is primarily a notational device:

“OT provides a way… to reconcile the underlying impulse of generative grammar to model

syntax in a precise and rigorous fashion with a conception of DOM which is based on

prominence scales. Thepurpose… is to develop anapproach… that is formal and at the same

time expresses the functional-typological understanding of DOM” (Aissen 2003: 439).

Even though the orthodox position seems to be that all constraints (plus the OT

architecture) are innate, Aissen is not alone in linking OT notation with functional

considerations. Whatever one thinks of the machinery used in her papers, it seems

clear that there is no argument against my functional-adaptive view of role-

reference associations here.
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12 Concluding remarks

In this paper, I have surveyed a substantial number of asymmetric argument coding

patterns, in particular flagging (case and adpositional marking) patterns, both in

monotransitive and in ditransitive constructions. I have argued that they can all be

subsumed under a single very general universal, which I call the role-reference as-

sociation universal: Deviations from usual associations of role rank and referential

prominence tend to be coded by longer grammatical forms (Universal 1 in (5)).

I have also argued (in Section 11.2) that the role-reference association universal

can be subsumed under the even more general form-frequency correspondence

universal, and that alternative explanations in terms of disambiguation or

biocognitive-representational constraints are much less plausible. The form-

frequency correspondences themselves are explained by the functional-adaptive

force of frequency-based efficient grammatical coding.

While someof the coding splits andother phenomena that I discussedhereare very

widespread in the world’s languages (especially split P flagging, or “differential object

marking”, but probably alsopassive constructions and their correlationwith topicality),

others areuncommon, andsomeappear tobevery rare.Nevertheless, I believe that they

provide important support for my generalizations and explanations, because they are

very specific patterns that are unlikely to have arisen by chance. Especially for the

relative scenario splits of Section 8, nobody would suggest that they could be chance

developments, and the systematicity of the scenario splits in Sections 6 and 7 has also

been beyond question among researchers who have taken a closer look at them. This is

despite the fact that they are not common, except for person-role interactions in di-

transitives (Section 7.1). In addition to the great specificity of the rules for the splits, an

additional argument for their non-accidental nature is the fact that these splits are

attested in scattered languages around the world. And given that detecting such pat-

terns requires a fairly sophisticated description, it is quite possible that more such

patterns will be found as more and better descriptions become available. Finally, by

stating theuniversals clearly (not only theoverarchingUniversal 1, but alsoUniversals 3

through 14, summarized in Section 11.1), I have provided a challenge for skeptical

colleagues to provide counterevidence. For well-known generalizations, if little coun-

terevidence comes to light (cf. the few counterexamples collected by Filimonova 2005),

this can by itself taken as support for the generalizations.

Finally, I should emphasize that the crosslinguistic generalizations that I stated

and explained here are in a rather indirect relationship with language-particular

systems. Most discussions in linguistics concern language-particular systems, and

these need not make any reference to the crosslinguistic generalizations, let alone to

the explanations. It is possible, for example, that Grimshaw’s (2001) account of

ditransitive person-role interactions in French clitic pronouns is correct for French, or
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that Baker’s (2015: Section 4.1) account of Accusative case in Sakha is correct for

Sakha.25 I amnotmakingany claimsabout the systemsofparticular languages.What I

am challenging is the idea that such language-particular accounts can be directly

extended to other languages, i.e., that different languages somehow share parts of

their systems. Languages exhibit similarities in their argument coding patterns which

can be formulated in terms of comparative concepts, but this does not imply anything

about their language-particular systems (let alone the mental grammars of their

speakers). Nevertheless, if I am right, then if we want to understand (and not merely

describe or analyze) the peculiarities of language-particular systems, it is necessary to

look at the crosslinguistic regularities to which they correspond, because very

promising explanations are available at the crosslinguistic level.
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Abbreviations

Special abbreviations

AOR aorist

DOM differential object marking

GNOM gnomic

IMM immediate

INV inverse

NPST nonpast

25 I have discussed both of these works critically, in Haspelmath (2004: Section 2.5) and Has-

pelmath (2018), respectively, but not as accounts of these two languages (I am not sure how one

would test the truth of language-particular analyses). What I criticized was the authors’ (implicit)

claim that these analyses are indicative of a bigger explanatory story that may be applicable to

many other languages.
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PUNCT punctual

PVB preverb

R recipient of typical ditransitive clause

SEC secundative (T-marking flag)

T theme of typical ditransitive clause

TAM tense, aspect, mood

Abbreviations also found in the Leipzig Glossing Rules

A agent of typical transitive clause

ABS absolutive

ACC accusative

ANTIP antipassive

APPL applicative

ART article

AUX auxiliary

BEN benefactive

COM comitative

COMPL completive

DAT dative

DEF definite

DET determiner

DU dual

ERG ergative

F feminine

FUT future

GEN genitive

IMP imperative

INDF indefinite

INF infinitive

INS instrumental

IPFV imperfective

M masculine

N neuter

NOM nominative

OBL oblique

P patient of typical transitive clause

PASS passive

PFV perfective

PL plural

POSS possessive

PRS present

PST past

REL relative

SBJ subject
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Appendix: Some illustrative frequency figures

This appendix gives some illustrative figures from the earlier literature to show that

it is very plausible that Universal 2 (Section 2) is true: “Arguments with higher-

ranked roles (A, R) tend to be more referentially prominent than arguments with

lower-ranked roles (P, T), andvice versa.”Thesefigures are only fromsevendifferent

languages, as frequency figures are not often given in the literature, and I did not do

any corpus research myself. But they should suffice for initial plausibility.

Animacy of A and P

Full nominality of A and P

Definiteness of A and P

Person of A and P

Swedish (Dahl and Fraurud : )

human nonhuman total

A   

P   

Movima (Bolivia; Haude : )

human nonhuman total

A   

P   

Vera’a (Vanuatu; Haig and Schnell : )

person form full nominal total

A   

P   

26 Haig and Schnell (2016) study the nominality (“lexicality“) of A and P in 15 different languages,

and the findings are very similar in all these languages.

English (Jäger : , Table )

definite indefinite total

A   

P   

English (Jäger : , Table )

locuphoric (/) aliophoric () total

A   

P   
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Animacy of R and T

Full nominality of R and T

Givenness of R and T

Person of R and T
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